
KUZEYHAN ATAY
As a new university graduate I have completed my mission to reach a higher level of experience.I am
currently working at Turkcell Global Bilgi and developing my skills about being in a communication
model with customers.

Logistics Management Graduate
Izmir University Of Economics, İzmir
I graduated from Izmır University of Economics in January 2021. I
finished my internship before graduation. I gained technical
knowledge and skills, as well as practical and commercial skills
from my lessons. I used a number of languages and learned to
operate department‑related systems. I have participated in many
projects related to Supply Chain Management. In this process, I
developed my creativity, improved my collaboration with people,
developed my skills and optimized my abilities. I made a lot of
progress in foreign languages. I also got a SAP Certificate through
my course. Finally, we completed our 11‑month Graduation
Project with Sealand Maersk company.

Eyl 2015 - Ağu 2020

Anatolian High School Graduate
M.E.V Koleji, İzmir
I took my skills in all classes to the next level and continued to
improve my advanced English.

Eyl 2010 - Haz 2014

Primary And Secondary School
M.E.V Koleji, İzmir
I started learning foreign languages.

Eyl 2003 - Haz 2010

Corporate Portfolio Manager
Turkcell Global Bilgi, İzmir
I have 900 clients to satisfy their needs about their company. We
call this 360 degree Portfolio Management because basically I'm
responsible for every need of my customers.Like providing them
an internet system, about any problem with their phone lines, for
any discount the company may need, the team we send to our
customers to make paper work.I am responsible for everything
about customer's needs. That's why we are always in contact with
customers to satisfy their every needs. I really took my customer
relations to a higher place in this company. Due to my job, I am in
contact with customers so frequently that I can now speak in a
corporate way in a very decent type. I have been working in this
company for 9 months and I can feel that I can improve myself in
communication every single day.

Şub 2021 - Eki 2021

Summer Intern
Elmas Group Logistics,, İzmir
I did my internship in Elmas Group Logistics.The company is
managing both export and import transport and customs
services.Elmas Group Logistics has five departments such as
import,export,finance,operation and customs..I was mostly on the
import side. In my internship I learned how to arrange export and
import files. I participated in the stock count. I contributed to the

Kas 2020 - Ara 2020
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 Eğitim ve Nitelikler

 İş deneyimi



delivery of the orders received in the mail environment to
warehouse clerk employees and the preparation process of these
orders. I followed the shipment organization of the relevant order
and helped to complete and finalize the shipment. I realized the
recording of relevant orders and
documents in both Excel and Soft (ERP) programs. I responded to
customer requests and needs other than order and shipment
(handling request, label or product photo request). I learned how to
communicate with co‑workers or customers on E‑mail.Gained
knowledge about some digital programs like “Soft program”.I
experienced the logistics transportation and transportation service
process

Senior Project Internship
Sealand Maersk, İzmir
With a group of students and with the company, we worked on a
project about digitalization. Our aim was to increase the integration
of customers to logistics service digital platforms. First we defined
the problem and then made a literature review.After we learned
about TAM ( Technology Acceptance Model ), we prepared a
questionnaire for all customers to learn their opinion. Then we
interviewed with 845 customers in 4 countries.Later on when we
analyze the chart of customers, we saw a considerable increase at
the customer numbers who are now tries to use the website or
mobile app more oftenly. The digitalization project was
successfully completed as targeted.

Eyl 2019 - Tem 2020

Assistant
Kuzey Gümrükleme/Kuzey Lojistik, İzmir

Analyzed details of work.
Gained more knowledge
Applied what I learned in my education life
Improved my business skills

Haz 2019 - Ağu 2019

Shopkeeper/Cashier
Şok Marketler, İzmir
I entered the market to earn some money and to improve my sales
skills.There was a competition held month by month in order to sell
a specific food.In these contests all Şok Markets were trying to sell
the highest number of that food.If you manage to sell highest
number,all of the employees of that market were winning extra
money.My chart of sales was pretty good.I have learned skills
about marketing and sales and developed them.

Ağu 2016 - Oca 2017

Waiter / Clerk
Ezgi Unlu Mamülleri, İzmir

Tem 2016 - Ağu 2016

Customer Service
ByNoGame, İzmir

Learning to communicate
Analyzing collaboration
Exploring the office methods

Haz 2016 - Tem 2016

Z. Özlem Atsuzelti
0 555 594 22 79
ozlem.ercakir@sealandmaersk.com

Sealand Maersk

 Referanslar



Ali Can Özşengezer
0 530 307 47 94
can.ozsengezer@elmas.com.tr

Elmas Grup Lojistik

Gizem Berberoğlu
0 530 780 30 78
gizem.berberoğlu@elmas.com.tr

Elmas Grup Lojistik

Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Aysu GÖÇER
0532 345 05 85
aysu.gocer@gmail.com

İzmir Ekonomi
Üniversitesi

Gürkan Atay
0555 997 82 11
gurkan@kuzeygumruk.com.tr

Kuzey Gümrükleme

Levent Şutanrıkulu
0532 555 07 34
levent.sutanrikulu@gmail.com

Turkcell Global Bilgi

SAP      

GAMS      

Arena Program      

Powerpoint      

Microsoft Office      

Sales and marketing      

Communication      

Creativity      

Collaboration      

Problem Solver      

Team Player      

SAP Certificate
Supply Chain Management Project
City Logistics Project
Senior Project with Sealand Maersk
Marketing Channels & Supply Chain Management Project
Simulation in Logistics (Arena Program)
GAMS program

 Beceriler

 Başarılar
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